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INTRODUCTION
Kharchenko has pointed out that to give a Galois theory in a class of
 w x.rings C is equivalent to answering three questions see 12, pp. 141]142 ,
the first of which is the Preserving Question: Under what conditions does
R g C imply RG g C? The original aim of this paper was to study the
Preserving Question for the class of commutative Gorenstein rings. This
led us to also consider how the injective dimension of R and RGG areR R
related. In particular, and of interest in itself, we investigate also the
Preserving Question for the class of right self-injective rings.
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Let R be a ring and let G be a group of automorphisms of R. Let RG
be the fixed subring. It is well known that even under the popular
< <y1assumptions ``G finite and G g R,'' the Preserving Question has a
w xnegative answer for the classes of right self-injective 15 and commutative
w xGorenstein rings 19 . On the positive side, while very remarkable results
appear in the literature showing that under some assumptions right injec-
G  w x w xtivity of R implies right injectivity of R see for example 11 , 14 , and
w x.16 , we are now aware of any similar study concerning commutative
Gorenstein rings. On the other hand, it is quite unsatisfactory that, as far
as we know, every positive result assumes G to be finite. Actually it is
often assumed that the order of G is invertible.
It is well known that R has a natural structure of a right RG-module
and that R is projective if and only if G is finite and the trace map isRG
 < <y1 .surjective this in particular happens if G g R . The nice results from
w x7 suggested to us that maybe it would be possible to obtain positive
results assuming R quasi-projective rather than projective. This ap-RG
proach has the advantage that R could be quasi-projective without GRG
w xbeing finite 8 . Furthermore it is rather easy to verify when R isRG
 .quasi-projective see Lemma 5, below .
The first section is dedicated to studying the relations between the
injective dimensions of R and RGG . We prove that inj.dim RGG FR R R
 .  . Ginj.dim R if 1 g tr R and one of the following conditions hold: 1 RR R
 . Gis flat; 2 I s I R for every G-invariant right ideal I of R.
In the second section we study the Preserving Question on the class of
right self-injective rings. The results of Section 1 could be applied here but
w xin this particular case we obtain something better by using results from 7 .
We show that if R and R are quasi-projective, if every G-invariantRG RG
right ideal of R has a nonzero fixed element, and if R is right self-injec-
tive, then RG is right self-injective too. The example of Pascaud and
w xVallete 15 shows that the assumption on G-invariant ideals cannot be
discarded. We prove that the same happens with the other two assump-
tions by another example. Further we show a kind of converse for G finite.
Namely, if G is finite, R is quasi-projective, every G-invariant rightRG
ideal of R has a nonzero fixed element, and both R and RG are right
self-injective, then R is quasi-projective. Then we apply the previousRG
 .results to the Preserving Question on quasi-Frobenius QF rings. It is
remarkable that it is not necessary to assume G to be finite to have a
 .converse result see Corollary 2.7 .
The last section concerns commutative Gorenstein rings. First, by using
the results from Section 1, we prove that if G is a finite group of
 .automorphisms on a commutative Gorenstein ring R such that 1 g tr R ,
G  . Gthen R is Gorenstein if one of the following conditions hold: 1 R isR
 . Gflat; 2 I s I R for every G-invariant ideal I of R. Then we show how it
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is possible to obtain an injective resolution of RG from an injective
resolution of R in case the previous conditions hold.
PRELIMINARIES
In this paper ``ring'' means associative ring with unit. If R is a ring, then
mod-R denotes the category of right R-modules. The notation M is usedR
to emphasize that M is a right R-module.
Let R be a ring. For every M g mod-R, inj.dim M stands for theR
injective dimension of M .R
Throughout this paper R will stand for a ring and G for a group of
automorphisms of R. The action of g g G on r g R will be denoted by r g.
G  < g 4The fixed ring is the subring R s r g R r s r for all g g G of R.
The skew group ring is the ring RG defined as follows: As abelian group
RG coincides with the free left R-module with basis G. Thus every
element of RG has a unique expression  r g, with r s 0 for almostg g G g g
 . .all g g G. The multiplication in RG is defined by the rule rg sh s
rs g
y1
gh, for all r, s g R and g, h g G.
One can consider R as a subring of RG by identifying r g R with re,
where e denotes the identity of G. Then RG is free with basis G both as a
left and right R-module.
G  < 4For every M g mod-RG, let M s m g M mg s m for all g g G .
Note that this notation is consistent with that given for RG. Indeed, the
 .  . gring R has a natural structure of a right RG-module given by r sg s rs
for all r, s g R and g g G. Then, considering R as a right RG-module in
this way, RG is just the fixed subring.
A structure of a left RG-module on R can be similarly defined.
 .Whenever we write R resp. R we are considering the above-definedRG RG
 .structure of right resp. left RG-module on R.
G G G  G. GClearly, M R : M , for all M g mod-RG and f M : N , for all
 .  .G Gf g Hom M, N . Thus, there exists a functor ] : mod-RG ª mod-RRG
which associates M ¬ M G for any M g mod-RG and f ¬ f G for any
 . Gf g Hom M, N , where f denotes the restriction of f to a mapRG
M G ª N G.
 .G  .It is not hard to see that ] is naturally isomorphic to Hom R, ] ,RG
where R is being considered as a right RG-module as above and as a left
RG-module by restriction of scalars. This fact implies that the tensor
G  .Gfunctor ]m R: mod-R ª mod-RG is a left adjoint of ] .GR
If G is finite, there is a natural homomorphism of RG-RG-bimodules
G  . gtr: R ª R given by tr r s  r .g g G
We often will use the well known fact that R is projective if and onlyRG
 . w xif G is finite and 1 g tr R 2 .
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1. INJECTIVE DIMENSION
In this section we compare inj.dim R and inj.dim RGG showing thatR R
under some assumptions inj.dim RGG F inj.dim R .R R
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a ring and let G be a finite group of
 .automorphisms on R such that 1 g tr R . Then inj.dim R s inj.dim RR RG
s inj.dim RG .RG
Proof. Consider the functors Res: mod-RG ª mod-R restriction of
.  .scalars , T s ]m RG: mod-R ª mod-RG, and H s Hom RG , ] : mod-RR
 .  .R ª mod-RG. For every M g mod-R, let s : H M ª T M be given byM
 .  . y1s f s  f g m g . By straightforward computations one can seeM g g G
that s is a natural isomorphism of functors. Therefore T is a left and right
adjoint of Res. Furthermore, both Res and T are exact and hence both
 w x .preserve injectivity cf. 18 , Proposition IV.9.5 . This fact implies directly
that inj.dim R F inj.dim R and inj.dim RG F inj.dim R . Finally, ifR RG RG R
 .1 g tr R , then R is projective and hence inj.dim R F inj.dim RG .RG RG RG
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of a ring R.
 . GG GAssume that R is flat and 1 g tr R . Then inj.dim R F inj.dim R . IfR R R
G R is finitely generated and projecti¨ e, then equality holds.R
Proof. Assume inj.dim R s n. By Proposition 1.1, inj.dim R s n.R RG
Let 0 ª R ª E ª E ª ??? ª E ª 0 be an injective resolution ofRG 0 1 n
 .GR in mod-RG. The functor ] is a right adjoint of ]m R. Further-GRG R
 .Gmore, by the assumptions both ] and ]m R are exact and hence theGR
w x G Gformer preserves injectivity 18, Proposition IV.9.5 . Thus 0 ª R ª E0
ª EG ª ??? ª EG ª 0 is an injective resolution of RGG and we conclude1 n R
that inj.dim RGG F n.R
Assume now that G R is finitely generated and projective. Then condi-R
 . w x  . Gtion 6 and 17, Theorem 4.2 holds. Indeed, since 1 g tr R , tr: R ª R
G   . <is an epimorphism of left R -modules, and hence T s  Im f f g
 G.4 G GGHom R, R s R . Therefore, the functor ]m R: mod-R ª mod-RGR R
preserves injective modules. If 0 ª RGG ª E ª E ª ??? is an injectiveR 0 1
resolution of RGG , then 0 ª R ª E m R ª E m R ª ??? is anG GR R 0 1R R
G
Ginjective resolution of R . This implies that inj.dim R F inj.dim R .R R R
REMARK 1.3. The last theorem has the hypothesis that G R is flat. TheR
w xquestion of when this is the case has been considered in 9 .
We will now give an alternative positive answers to the question.
THEOREM 1.4. Let G be a finite group acting on a ring R, such that
 . G1 g tr R and such that I s I R for e¨ery G-in¨ariant right ideal I of R.
Then, inj.dim RGG F inj.dim R .R R
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Proof. The hypothesis on the G-invariant right ideals of R means that
w xR generates all its submodules. Then, by 6, Lemma 2.2 , the fullRG
 .  < G 4subcategory of mod-RG, Gen R s M g mod-RG M s M R is closedRG
under submodules.
Assume inj.dim R s n. By Proposition 1.1, inj.dim R s n. Let 0 ªR RG
f f fy1 0 ny1
R ª E ª E ª ??? ª E ª 0 be an injective resolution of R .0 1 n RG
G  G. GFor every i s 0, 1, . . . , n, let F s E R. Since f E : E , f restrictsi i i i iq1 i
 .to a morphism g between F and F set E s F s R which makesi i iq1 y1 y1
the following diagram commutative:
g g g gy1 0 ny1 ny16 6 6 6 6 6
0 R F ??? F F 00 ny1 n
6 6 6 6
1 i i iR 0 ny1 n
f f f fy1 0 ny1 ny16 6 6 6 6 6
R0 E ??? E E 00 ny1 n
where i is the inclusion map for all k s 1, 2, . . . , n.k
We will see that the upper sequence in the above diagram is exact. Let
 .  .  .0 F k F n. Clearly Im g : Ker g . On the other hand, Ker g sky1 k k
 .  .  .Ker f l F s Im f l F . Thus, if x g Ker g , there exists y gk k ky1 k k
 .E such that f y s x. Let p: yR ª xR be the restriction of f .ky1 ky1 ky1
 .Since F is generated by R and Gen R is closed under submodules,i RG RG
  I . .there exists an epimorphism q g Hom R , xR , for some set I. SinceRG
  I . .R is projective and p is surjective, there exists h g Hom R , yRRG RG
 I .  .  .such that p( h s q. Let a g R , such that q a s x. Then, h a g Fky1
  ..   ..  .and g h a s p h a s q a s x.ky1
On the other hand, it is easy to prove that if E is an injective right
G  .RG-module, then F s E R is an injective object to Gen R . Thus,RGg g g gy1 0 1 ny1
0 ª R ª F ª F ª ??? ª F ª 0 is an injective resolution of R as an0 1 n
 . w x  .G  .object of Gen R . Moreover, by 6, Theorem 2.6 , ] ( Hom R, ]RG RG
 . Gdefines an equivalence of categories between Gen R and mod-R .RG
f G f G f G f Gy1 0 1 ny1G G G G G G GTherefore, 0 ª R ª E s F ª E s F ª ??? ª E s F ª 0 is0 0 1 1 n n
G G
G Gan injective resolution of R and hence inj.dim R F n.R R
We finish this section with an example which shows that the conditions
given in Theorem 1.2 and 1.4 are necessary. Another, somewhat better,
example will be given in next section.
 .EXAMPLE 1.5. A left and right noetherian ring R with inj.dim R s 2
and a finite group of automorphisms G of R such that RG is commutative
 G .noetherian but is not Gorenstein in particular inj.dim R s ` .RG
Z 0 w xLet p be a prime number and R s . By 10 , inj.dim RR / .  .Zr p Zr p
1 0s 2. Let g be the inner automorphism associated with and let G /1 1
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be the group of automorphisms of R generated by g. Then RG
n 0s rn , m g Z is isomorphic to the trivial extension A s Z = 5 /m n
 .Zr p . That is, the additive group of A is just the product group
 .  . . Z = Zr p and the multiplication is given by n, a m, b s nm, na q
.  .  .mb . Then, m s p = Zr p is a maximal ideal of A of height 1, all
of whose element are zero divisor. Therefore, RG , A is not
Cohen]Macaulay, and therefore is not Gorenstein.
2. SELF-INJECTIVE RINGS
In this section we consider the following problem: If R is right self-injec-
tive, is RG too? It is well known that this question has a general negative
 w x w x.answer even under very strong assumptions see 5, Section 8 or 14 .
 wNevertheless some partial positive results appear in the literature see 5,
x w x w x w x.Section 8 , 11 , 14 , and 16 . As far as we know all these positive results
assume G to be finite. We give some additional positive answers to the
considered question, some of them for not necessarily finite groups of
automorphisms.
Clearly, Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 specialized to the case of inj.dim R s 0R
give positive answers to the question.
Recall that a module M is said to be quasi-projective if for every twoR
homomorphisms f , g : M ª N so that g is onto, there exists an endomor-
phism h: M ª M such that f s g ( h. Dually one can define quasi-injec-
tive modules. The module M is said to be S-quasi-projective if everyR
direct sum of copies of M is quasi-projective.
w xWe record the following lemma from 9 .
LEMMA 2.1. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
1. R is quasi-projecti¨ e.RG
2. For e¨ery G-in¨ariant left ideal I of R and e¨ery r g R, such that
r g y r g I for all g g G, there exists an a g RG such that r y a g I.
 G.  g h.3. For e¨ery r g R, r q R l  R r y r / B.g , hg G
 .For a right resp. left R-module M and a subset X of M let us denote
< 4r X s r g R xr s 0, for all x g X .R
< 4resp. l X s r g R rx s 0, for all x g X . . .R
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THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a group of automorphisms on a right self-injecti¨ e
ring R. Assume that R is quasi-projecti¨ e and for e¨ery G-in¨ariant rightRG
ideal I of R, I G / 0. Then:
1 If R is quasi-projecti¨ e, then RG is right self-injecti¨ e.RG
2 If RG is right self-injecti¨ e and G is finite, then R is quasi-projec-RG
ti¨ e.
Proof. Since R is quasi-projective and finitely generated, it is S-RG
quasi-projective. On the other hand the submodules of R are just theRG
G-invariant right ideals of R, and if I is a G-invariant right ideal of R,
G  .then I , Hom R, I canonically. Therefore the condition on G-in-RG
 wvariant right ideals of R means that R is self-faithful see 7, Proposi-RG
x.tion 1.2 .
 . w x1 Assume that R is quasi-projective. By using 7, Corollary 2.2 andRG
G  . Gthe fact that R , End R , to prove that R is right injective it isRG
enough to show that R is quasi-injective.RG
 .Let I be a submodule of R and a g Hom I, R . Since R is rightRG RG
 .self-injective, there exists an r g R, such that f x s rx, for all x g I.
 .Furthermore l I is a G-invariant left ideal of R, because I is aR
 g .  gy1 . gG-invariant right ideal of R. Let g g G and x g I. Then r x s f x
 y1 .  . g  .s f xg g s f x s rx. That is, r y r g l I . By Lemma 2.1, there isR
G  .an a g R , such that r y a g l I . Then the map b : R ª R given byR
 .  .b x s ax, is a homomorphism of right RG-modules and a x s rx s ax
 .s b x , for all x g I. Thus R is quasi-injective.RG
 . G2 Assume now that R is right self-injective and G is finite. Again we
w x G  .make use of 7, Corollary 2.2 and the fact that R , End R and weRG
conclude that R is quasi-injective. To show that R is quasi-projectiveRG RG
 .we show that the condition 3 of Lemma 2.1 holds.
 g h.Let r g R. Then J s  R r y r is a G-invariant left ideal of Rg g G
 .  .and hence r J is a G-invariant right ideal of R. Let b : r J ª R be theR R
 .  .  .map given by b x s rx x g J . If a g R, x g r J , and g g G, thenR
 .  . g .  . g  gy1 . g  . g  .  .b x ? ag s b xa s r xa s r xa s rxa s rx ? ag s b x ag.
  . .  .That is, b g Hom r J , R . By assumption, there exists g g End R ,RG R RG
 .  .  . Gsuch that b x s g x for all x g r J . Therefore, there exists an a g R ,R
 .  .such that rx s ax, for all x g r J . This means that r y a g l r J . ByR R R
w x  .  G.  g13, Proposition 12.4.2 , l r J s J. Thus r y a g r q R l  R rR R g g G
h.y r .
< <REMARK 2.3. If G is finite and R is semiprime and has no G -torsion,
then the condition on G-invariant right ideals of the last theorem automat-
ically holds. This is a direct consequence of a famous result of Bergman
w xand Isaac 4 .
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms on a right
 . Gself-injecti¨ e ring R such that 1 g tr R and I / 0, for e¨ery G-in¨ariant
right ideal I of R. Then RG is right self-injecti¨ e.
COROLLARY 2.5. Let G be a group of automorphisms on a commutati¨ e
self-injecti¨ e ring R, such that R is quasi-projecti¨ e and I G / 0, for e¨eryRG
G-in¨ariant right ideal I of R. Then RG is right self-injecti¨ e.
Proof. Note that by Lemma 2.1, if R is commutative, R is quasi-pro-RG
jective if and only if so is R.RG
COROLLARY 2.6. Let G be a group of automorphisms on a right PF ring
R, such that R and R are quasi-projecti¨ e and I G / 0, for e¨eryRG RG
G-in¨ariant right ideal I of R. Then RG is right PF.
Proof. Note that if R is finitely cogenerated, then R is finitelyR RG
cogenerated too. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem
w x2.2.1 now applying 7, Theorem 2.2 .
Theorem 2.2 applies to obtain a result of the type ``If R is QF and G is
finite, then RG is QF is and only if R is quasi-projective.'' Anyway theRG
next corollary shows that the finiteness of G is not needed in this case.
COROLLARY 2.7. Let G be a group of automorphisms on a QF ring R,
such that R is quasi-projecti¨ e and I G / 0, for e¨ery G-in¨ariant right idealRG
I of R. Then RG is QF if and only if R is quasi-projecti¨ e.RG
Proof. If R is quasi-projective, then RG is injective by Theorem 2.2.RG
On the other hand, since R is noetherian, then R is noetherian too.R RG
G  . w xThen R , End R is right noetherian by 1, Proposition 2.2 .RG
Conversely assume that RG is QF. In particular, it is right injective and
w xby 7, Corollary 2.2 , R is quasi-injective. Now we repeat the argumentRG
 .of the proof of Theorem 2.2 2 to show that R is quasi-projective.RG
Indeed, note that in this proof the finiteness of G is used just for the left
ideal J to be finitely generated, but in this case this is ensured because R
is noetherian.
It is natural to ask if the initial hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 or Corollary
2.7 implies that RG is right self-injective. The next example shows that this
 .is not the case. It also shows that the assumption 1 g tr R from Theo-
rems 1.2 and 1.4 cannot be substituted by the weaker hypothesis of RRG
being quasi-projective.
EXAMPLE 2.8. There exists a finite group G of automorphisms on a
simple artinian ring R such that:
1. R is quasi-projective.RG
2. I s I GR, for every G-invariant right ideal I of R.
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3. I G / 0, for every G-invariant left ideal I of R.
4. G R is projective.R
G 5. R is commutative, noetherian but it is not Gorenstein and
G .Ghence inj.dim R s ` .R
 .Proof. Let K be a field of nonzero characteristic and let R s M K3
 4be the ring of 3 = 3 matrices with entries in K. For every i, j g 1, 2, 3 , let
 .e g R be the matrix having 1 at the i, j th entry and 0 elsewhere. Let Gi j
be the group of automorphisms of R generated by the inner automor-
phisms associated to 1 q e and 1 q e . Clearly, RG s K1 [ Ke [21 31 21
Ke .31
Note that the unique nonzero proper G-invariant right ideals of R are
 .I s e R [ e R and the ideals of the form I s ae q be , with1 21 31 a, b. 21 31
 .  . 20, 0 / a, b g K .
 .1 Let
r r r11 12 13
r s g R .r r r21 22 23 0r r r31 32 33
If r g y r g I , for all g g G, then r s r s 0 and hence r y r l g I .1 12 13 11 1
On the other hand, if r g y r g I , for all g g G, then r s r s 0,a, b. 12 13
 .  . b r y r s ar , and a r y r s br . Thus, r y r 1 q r e q22 11 32 33 11 32 11 21 21
.  .r e g I . This proves that R is quasi-projective cf. Lemma 2.1 .31 31 a, b. RG
 . G2 Follows from the previous comments because e , e g I and21 31 1
ae q be g I G .21 31 a, b.
 .3 It is not hard to show that every G-invariant left ideal of R contains
e .12
 . G G G G GG4 R s R e [ R e [ R e and R e , R , for every i s12 12 13 1 i R
1, 2, 3.
 . G5 From Theorem 2.2, to prove that R is not injective it is enough to
show that R is not quasi-projective. This follows from Lemma 2.1, byRG
considering the left ideal I s Re . I is a G-invariant and e g y e g I,11 22 22
 G. Gfor all g g G. Nevertheless e q R l I s B. Then R is not Goren-22
stein because it is artinian.
3. COMMUTATIVE GORENSTEIN RINGS
In this section we first consider the following question: If G is a finite
group of automorphisms of a commutative Gorenstein ring R, is RG
Gorenstein? This question has a negative answer in general even if it is
 w x.assumed that the order of G is invertible in R see 19 . By using the
results from Section 1 we prove a positive result under some assumptions
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on the action. Then we prove that under the above-mentioned assumptions
 G .that both R and R are Gorenstein it is possible easily to obtain an
injective resolution of RGG from an injective resolution of R .R R
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms on R such
that R is quasi-projecti¨ e. Then R is right noetherian if and only if RG isRG
right noetherian and R G is finitely generated.R
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is obvious. Assume now that R
wis right noetherian. Then both RG and R are noetherian. By 1,RG RG
x  .  .G  . GG GCorollary 4.11 , Hom R, RG , RG and End R , R areRG R RG R
noetherian. But the map r ¬  rg gives rise to an isomorphism R G ,g g G R
G . GRG .R
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of a commuta-
 .ti¨ e ring R such that 1 g tr R .
1. Assume that G R is flat. Then, R is Gorenstein if and only if RG isR
Gorenstein and G R is finitely generated.R
2. If for e¨ery G-in¨ariant ideal I of R, I GR s I and R is Gorenstein, then
RG is Gorenstein.
Proof. First let us note that R is an integral extension of RG. Indeed,
 g .for every r g R,  r y r s 0 and the coefficients of the polynomialg g G
 g . G X y r belong to R .g g G
Let p be a prime ideal of RG. Then R is an integral extension ofp
 G.R . Moreover, every g g G can be extended to an automorphism of Rp p
 . g g  .G  G.by setting rrs s r rs. It is not hard to see that R s R .p p
 .  .Let r g R be such that tr r s 1. Then tr rr1 s 1.
 . G G1 By Proposition 3.1, R is noetherian and R is finitely generated.R
Since the latter is flat, it is projective too. Moreover, for every prime ideal
p for R, G R is flat, because G R is.R . p Rp
If R is Gorenstein, inj.dim R - ` for every prime ideal p of RG,p
because R has finite Krull dimension. Therefore, by Theorem 1.2,p
 .G  G. Ginj.dim R s inj.dim R - `. We conclude that R is Gorenstein.p p
Conversely, assume now that RG is Gorenstein. Let p be a prime ideal
G g g  g < 4of R and q s p l R . Let S s R y D p , where p s x x g p . Sg g G
y1  . gis a multiplicatively closed subset of R and G acts on S R by rrs s
g g  y1 . y1y1 Gx rs . It is not difficult to see that 1 g tr S R and S R is finitelyS R.
 y1 .G  G.generated and projective. If we are able to prove that S R s R weq
will have finished because then Sy1R will be Gorenstein by Theorem 1.2
and hence Sy1R y1 , R will be Gorenstein.S pp
 G .  y 1 .G  y 1 .GClearly R : S R . Let xrs g S R . Since xrs sq
x s gr s g and  s g g RG, we may assume that s g RG y q.g / e g g G g g G
 g .For every g g G there exists an a such that a s x y x s 0. Letg g
g G g  .a s  a . Then a g R and x y x g Ann as for all g g G. Sinceg g G R
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 .1 g tr R , R is projective and therefore the conditions of Lemma 2.1RG
 . Ghold. Since Ann as is a G-invariant ideal of R, there exists a y g RR
 .  G.such that x y y g Ann as . Therefore, xrs s yrs g R .R q
 .  .2 follows similarly to the ``only if'' part of 1 just by proving that for
every prime ideal p of R and every G-invariant ideal J of R , J s J GR.p
y1 .Indeed, let J be a G-invariant ideal of R . Then I s i J is a G-p
invariant ideal of R, where i: R ª R denotes the canonical homomor-p
phism, and hence I s I GR. If xrs g J, then x g I. Thus x s n y r foris1 i i
G n  . .some y g I and some r g R. Then xrs s  y r1 r rs and y r1 gi i is1 i i i
GJ .
Computing an Injecti¨ e Resolution of RG
In this subsection we assume that R is a commutative Gorenstein ring
and G is a finite group of automorphisms of R satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 3.2. Our aim is to relate injective resolutions of RG and R.
 . gLet g g G. We define the functor ] : mod-R ª mod-R as follows: For
 . g gevery M g mod-R, ] maps M and M which is equal to M as additive
group and the multiplication of r g R by m g M is given by m ? r s mr g.g
 .  . gIf M, N g mod-R and f g Hom M, N , then ] maps f to itself.R
 . g  .h  . g h  . gClearly ] ( ] s ] for all g, h g G. Thus, ] is an equivalence
 g .of categories for all g g G. This implies that E M is isomorphic toR
 . g  .E M , where E M denotes the injection envelope of M .R R R
On the other hand, if M g mod-RG, then the map m ¬ gy1 m defines
an isomorphism between M and M g.R R
 .LEMMA 3.3. Let M be a right RG-module and E s E M . IfR
 .Hom ErM, E s 0, then E has a structure of right RG-module whichR
extends both the structure of the right RG-module on M and the structure of
right R-module on E.
Proof. Let i: M ª E be the inclusion map and L: M m RG ª M beR
 .  .given by L m m a s ma a g RG and m g M . Since RG is projec-R
tive, i m 1 is injective. Therefore, since E is injective, there exists aR
homomorphism of right R-modules C: E m RG ª E, such that C( i mR
.1 s i(L.
 .  Let g, h g G. We define the map D: E ª E given by D x s C C x m
. .  .  .   .h m g y C x m hg . If r g R and x g E, then D xr s C C xr m h m
.  .    . .  .. h g  .g y C rx m hg s C C x m h m g y C x m hg r s D x ? r.h g
 h g .Thus D g Hom E, E .R
 .   . .  .Furthermore, if m g M, then D m s C C m m h m g y C m m hg
 h g .s mhg y mhg s 0. Therefore, there exists a D9 g Hom ErM, E , suchR
that D9(p s D, where p : E ª ErM is the canonical projection. But Eh g
 h g .is isomorphic to E M and the latter is isomorphic to E, because M isR
a right RG-module. Thus D9 s 0 and hence D s 0.
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  . .  .In other words, C C x m h m g s C x m hg for all g, h g G and
x g E.
 .For every a g RG and x g E, let x ? a s C x m a . This makes E into
a right RG-module. To see that it is right self-injective it is enough to show
  ..  .  . ..that x ? rg ? sh s x ? rg sh for all r, s g R, g, h g G, and x g E.
  ..  .   . .   . . g h hBut x ? rg ? sh s C C x m rg m sh s C C x m g m h r s s
 . g h h  . ..C x m gh r s s x ? rg sh .
 .  .If r g R and m g M, then m ? r s C m m r s L m m r s mr. That
is, the new structure of a right RG-module on E extends the old structure
of a right RG-module on M.
 . Let a : E m R ª E be the map given by a x m r s xr y x ? r r g RR
.  .  .and x g E . If r g R and m g M, then a m m r s 0. Thus, a M m RR
 .  . .s 0. Therefore there exists a 9 g Hom E m R r M m R , E , suchR R R
 .  .that a 9(p s a , where p : E m R ª E m R r M m R is the canoni-R R R
 .  .cal projection. Since E m R r M m R is isomorphic to ErM, a 9 s 0R R
and hence a s 0. This proves that the new structure of RG-module on E
extends the old structure of a R-module on E.
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a commutati¨ e Gorenstein ring 0 ª R ª E ª E0 1
 .ª ??? , the minimal injecti¨ e resolution of R and K s Ker E ª E . Theni i iq1
 .Hom E rK , E s 0.R i i i
 .  .Proof. If Hom E rK , E / 0, then Hom E , E / 0 and hence,R i i i R iq1 i
w xby using Bass' characterization of Gorenstein rings 3 , there are two prime
 .  .ideals p and q, such that h p s i q 1 and h q s i, such that
  .  ..   .  ..Hom E Rrp , E Rrq / 0. Let 0 / f g Hom E Rrp , E Rrq . LetR R
 .  .x g E Rrp y Ker f . Since q is the only associated prime ideal of
 .   ..E Rrq , there exists an r g R, such that Ann rf x s q. We may assume
 .that r s 1 by changing x by rx if needed. Then, obviously Ann x :
  ..  .Ann f x s q. Therefore, xr1 / 0 in E Rrp . In other words, q gq
  .. w xSupp E Rrp and by 18, Proposition VII.5.3 q contains an associated
 .prime ideal of E RrP . That is, p : q, which yields a contradiction.
f f fy1 0 1
Let 0 ª R ª E ª E ª ??? be the minimal injective resolution of R .0 1 R
w x  .  .By 3 , E , [ E Rrp . For every i s 0, 1, . . . , let K s Ker f . Byn i ih p.sn
 .Lemma 3.4, Hom E rK , E s 0.R i i i
By induction on i we prove that E has an structure of a righti
RG-module, so that the previous exact sequence can be considered as an
exact sequence in mod-RG. Set E s R and E s 0. Since R has ay1 y2
structure of a right RG-module, the claim holds trivially for i s y1. Let
now 0 F i - n and assume that for all j - i, E has a structure of a leftj
f f fy1 0 1
RG-module, such that 0 ª R ª E ª E ª ??? is an exact sequence in0 1
 .RG y mod. Then K s Im f , is a submodule of E . Thus K (iy1 iy2 RG iy1 i
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 .E rK has a structure of a right RG-module. But E s E K andiy1 iy1 i R i
 .Hom E rK , E s 0. Thus, by Lemma 3.3, E has a structure of rightR i i i i
RG-module which extends both the structure of right R-module and the
structure of right RG-module of K . Therefore E ª E ª E is ani iy1 iy2 i
exact sequence of mod-RG. But the next lemma shows that each E isi
injective as right RG-module, therefore the original sequence is in fact an
injective resolution of R .RG
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms on a not necessar-
ily commutati¨ e ring R such that there is a central element z g R such that
 .1 s tr z . If a right RG-module M is injecti¨ e as a right R-module, then it is
injecti¨ e as a right RG-module too.
 .  .Proof. Let z g Z R be such that tr z s 1. Let f : I ª M be an
homomorphism of right RG-modules where I is a right ideal of RG. Let
 .m g M be such that f x s mx for all x g I. Let n s  mzg. If x g I,g g G
then
f x s mx s m tr z x s m z g x s f z g x s f z x gy1g .  .  .  .    /
ggG ggG ggG
s f zx gy1 g s mzx gy1 g s mzgx s nx. .  
ggG ggG ggG
Since n s  mzg g M g, the multiplication by n is an RG-homomor-g g G
phism from R to M. Thus M is injective.RG
 .  .G  .Now, since 1 g tr R , R is projective and since ] , Hom R , ] ,RG RG
f G f G f Gy1 0 1G G G G0 ª R ª E ª E ª ??? is an exact sequence of R -mod. Further-0 1
more, by repeating the arguments of either Theorem 1.2 or Theorem 1.4 it
f G f Gy1 0G G G G . Gcan be proved that each E is injective. Therefore 0 ª R ª E ª En R 0 1
f G1 Gª ??? is an injective resolution of R .
g  g < 4For every ideal I of R and every g g G, let I s x x g I . Then the
map I ¬ I g defines an automorphism of ordered sets in the lattice of
ideals of I. Therefore we may consider G acting on the lattice of ideals of
 . g  .R. Clearly, if p g Spec R , then p g Spec R and hence G acts on
 .Spec R by homeomorphisms. Before continuing the discussion we need
the following lemma:
 .LEMMA 3.6. Consider the ith injecti¨ e E s [ E Rrp of thei Rh p.s i
 .  g .minimal injecti¨ e resolution of R . Then E Rrp g s E Rrp .R R R
 . w xProof. Let x g E Rrp . By 18, Theorem VII.4.4 , there exists anR
n G 1 such that xpn s 0. On the other hand, if r g R y p, then the map
 .  .f : E Rrp ª E Rrp given by x ª xr is injective because otherwiseR R
 .Ker f l Rrp / 0, and this would contradict the fact that p is prime.
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n  .Therefore, if x g E satisfies xp s 0, for some n G 1, then x g E Rrp .i R
 .Indeed, if q is a prime ideal of R different from p with h q s i, and y is
 . nthe projection of x on E Rrq , then yp s 0 and hence yr s 0 for someR
 .  < nr g p y q. Thus y s 0. This proves that E Rrp s x g E xp s 0, forR i
4some n G 1 .
 . n  g .nLet x g E Rrp and let n G 1, such that xp s 0. Then xg p sR
 y1 .n  g .  .  g .xg g pg s 0. Thus, xg g E p . Therefore E Rrp g ; E RrpR R R
g g y1 .  .  .and hence E Rrp s E Rrp g g : E Rrp g.R R R
We now continue from where we were before Lemma 3.6.
Let P be a set of representatives of the orbits defined by the action of
 .  <  . 4G on Spec R . For every nonnegative integer i let P s p g P h p s i .i
 < g 4For every p g P let H s g g G p s p and let T be a right transver-p p
sal of G modulo H . By the last lemma, for every p g P , F sp i p
 t.  t.[ E Rrp is an RG-submodule of E s [ [ E Rrp andit g T pg P t g Tp i p
the former is isomorphic to the ith injective of a minimal injective
resolution of R . Therefore, EG s [ F G and it is not hard to see thatR i ppg PiG  .H pF , E Rrp .p
We collect the conclusions of our discussion in the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.7. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms on a commuta-
 . GGti¨ e Gorenstein ring such that 1 g tr R and either R is flat or I s I R forR
e¨ery G-in¨ariant ideal I of R. Then RG has an injecti¨ e resolution of the form
G  .H p0 ª R ª I ª I ª ??? , where I s [ E Rrp , P is a set of repre-1 2 i ipg Pi
sentati¨ es of the orbits of the action of G on the set of prime ideals of height i,
 < g 4and H s g g G p s p .P
We finish this paper with an example illustrating Theorem 3.7.
w xEXAMPLE 3.8. Let R s K G be the coordinate ring of an irreducible
plane curve G, where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0,
and G a group of K-automorphisms of R. To fix ideas let K s C be the
2 3  4complex field, G be the curve Y y X q X, and G s 1, s , where s is
the automorphism given by x ¬ x and y ¬ yy x and y are the images of
.X and Y in R .
G w xGSince R is a Dedekind domain, it is Gorenstein. Clearly R s C x, y
w 2 x w x Gs C x, y ( C x . So R is a principal ideal domain. Hence R, as a
torsion-free and finitely generated RG-module is projective. Therefore the
assumptions of Theorem 3.7 hold and we are going to compute an injective
resolution of RG from the minimal injective resolution of R. The minimal
 .  .injective resolution of R is 0 ª R ª E R ª [ E Rrp ª 0.pg MaxR.
G  .GThen, with the notation from Theorem 3.7, 0 ª R ª E R ª
 .HP G [ E Rrp ª 0 is an injective resolution of R actually a minimalpg P1 .  .Ginjective resolution . But we are going to compute E R and
  ..HP[ E RrI P .P g P1
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 .First, it is not difficult to see that E R is the field of quotients of R and
 .G GE R is the field of quotients of R .
On the other hand, every maximal ideal p of R is of the form
 .  .x y a. y y b for some a, b g G. Then Rrp can be identified with K
 .  .with the multiplication given by fk s f a, b k f g R, k g K . We denote
this R-module by K . Now transporting the action of G on the maximala, b.
ideals of R to G, via the classical one-to-one correspondence between
maximal ideals of R and points of G, we can visualize better how a set of
representatives of maximal ideals can be given. In our particular example,
 .  .the automorphism induces by s is given by a, b ¬ a, yb . Let L be a
set of representatives of the orbits of the action of G on G. In this case, L
 .  . 4  .can be chosen to be G l a, b : Re b G 0 , where Re b denotes the real
 .  .  .part of b. The three points 0, 0 , y1, 0 , and 1, 0 represent orbits with
just one element and all the other elements of L represent orbits with two
 4elements. H s H s H s G and H s 1 for every P g G y0, 0. y1, 0. 1, 0. P
 .  .  .4   ..HIP .  .0, 0 , y1, 0 , 1, 0 . Then E KrI p s E K for every P g G andp
hence the last term in the minimal injective resolution of RG is
 .[ E K .PP g L
This example can be generalized to actions on the coordinate ring of a
irreducible variety. As for the curve case the action induces an action on
the variety. Further it induces actions on the sets of irreducible subvari-
eties of a given dimension. Then the spots of the injective resolution of RG
can be computed by taking representatives of the orbits of this action.
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